The embedded many-body expansion for energetics of molecular crystals.
Reliable prediction of molecular crystal energetics is a vital goal for computational chemistry. Here we show that accurate results can be obtained from a monomer-based many-body expansion truncated at the two-body level, with the monomer and dimer calculations suitably embedded in a model of the crystalline environment. By including the two dominant effects--electrostatics and exchange-repulsion--we are able to capture the important nonadditive terms in the energy, and approach very closely results from full periodic second-order Møller-Plesset calculations. The advantage of the current scheme is that extension to coupled-cluster and explicitly correlated F12 methods is completely straightforward. We demonstrate the approach through calculations on carbon dioxide, hydrogen fluoride, and ice XIh and XIc. In accord with previous studies, we find these two ice polymorphs to be very close in energy, with our periodic coupled-cluster single double triple-F12 calculation giving the hexagonal structure more stable by around 0.3 kJ mol(-1).